Malware Analysis

Agent Tesla

1 Executive summary
Agent Tesla is a widely used .NET based trojan and credential stealer, getting more and more
momentum. We completely reverse engineered a sample and its packer to get a detailed view of
its inner working.
The packer provides persistence, as well as optional sandbox and VM detection. The successive
packed payloads are XOR encrypted and embedded in PNG images or base64 text in file
resources, making it harder to detect statically.
The Agent Tesla final executable is injected in a process (process hollowing), and can be
configured for the following purposes:
• stealing credentials from a large number of software (Web Browsers, FTP clients, VNC
clients, VPN clients, Windows credentials, …);
• extracting browsers local file, effectively stealing the stored cookies;
• acting as a keylogger, capturing the key pressed and clipboard content;
• tacking periodic screenshot;
• downloading and executing arbitrary code.
There are 4 exfiltration methods to choose from, using SMTPs, FTPs, HTTPs and a second HTTPs
with an additional TripleDES encryption (which can also use TOR).
We start by detailing the features and execution steps of the packer and payload, as well as all
the network exfiltration methods. Then we propose some detection rules (Yara and Suricata,
improving on ET Pro ruleset), to end with an analysis of some other samples we came across.

2 Introduction
2.1 Agent Tesla background
Agent Tesla is a .NET based trojan and credential stealer first seen in 2014. This family gained
huge momentum during the 2020 pandemic and is now one of the major and most active malicious
actors. This software is sold for a few tens of dollar, with support from the authors:
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Figure 1 : pricing on the agent tesla website

Most of the time, the attack vector is a targeted malicious email, in many cases sent from a
compromised account. This email contains either an attachment or a link downloading the malware
on the victim computer. Office document have been widely used, in some cases leveraging
vulnerabilities such as CVE-2017-11882 and CVE-2017-8570.
Agent Tesla has evolved over the years to become a full fledge credential stealer. It continues to
be widely used, and a primary concern for any business.

2.2 Content of this document
This is an analysis of a malware sample collected by Gatewatcher Threat Intelligence team
LastInfoSec on Wednesday 01/12/2022 : a .NET packed Agent TESLA trojan, originally
obtained on discord at the following address:
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/912530426499825698/930269593509974076/A
WD_Notification_of_shipment_983567419.pdf.7z
You will find in this document:
• How the sample has been packed;
• What the sample does on the system;
• How it communicates on the network;
• Rules to detect it;
• How Gatewatcher products protects from this malware.
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3 Packer analysis
3.1 General view of the unpacking process
The packer is composed of 3 files embedded inside one another, in addition to the final payload.
All the successive packer payloads are 32 bits .NET 4.0 DLL, stored inside PE resources as PNG
pictures or base64 text.
The following graphics shows the general unpacking steps, each of them will be detailed after:

Figure 2 : unpacking steps

3.2 First unpacking step
The main file (AWD_Notification_of_shipment_983567419.pdf.exe), whose
original name (as stated in the .NET medata) was CompleteOnInvokePromi, is obfuscated.
The code has been divided in small chunks using for loops and switch cases, but no function has
been renamed or created:
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Figure 3 : obfuscation of the initial file

It appears most of the code comes from a GitHub repository (the GitHub URL can be found in the
file strings): https://github.com/vkdimitrov/VhostsEditor (last updated in 2015). As no renaming
was done, 2 malware methods and 2 variables are easily recognizable:

Figure 4 : 2 functions stand out in the legitimate code copied

The unpacking actually takes place in the method main.InitializeComponent, called at
the beginning of the execution. Along the code from the original GitHub repository (creating a
window with some buttons), a DLL file is extracted from a Bitmap in the resources:
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Figure 5 : 2 PNG images in the resources with suspicious content

This is a 32768 by 1 pixel PNG file: its red component bytes are concatenated, and the resulting
DLL is loaded (in the method CALLCONV spotted before). The method number 0 from the type
number 1 (returned by the method W04) in this DLL is called with 3 parameters:
1. An hex string, which decoded in ASCII is AsyncCausalityStat (the name of the
second PNG in the resources);
2. A byte integer, also encoded in a hex string;
3. The name of the main module (with the resources): ContinuationWrapper.
This simple unpacking step shows an example where a legitimate piece of software has been
modified to include a malware component. The original software window and all its functionalities
have been completely disabled though.

3.3 Second stage: PrivateBinPath.dll
This first unpacked DLL, named PrivateBinPath.dll in the metadata, publishes a number
of file related functions:

Figure 6 : Filesystem related functions in PrivateBinPath.dll, probably from legitimate code

It is likely another legitime piece of code infected with a malware. The .NET metadata indicate:
InternalsVisibleTo("ChinhDo.Transactions.FileManagerTest")
This is the name of a .NET NuGet package available here:
https://www.nuget.org/packages/ChinhDo.Transactions.FileManager/
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The entry point used is InvalidCast, with the 3 string parameters detailed before. The
implementation of all those functions is done in an obfuscated namespace:

Figure 7 : View of the obfuscation of PrivateBinPath.dll

The obfuscation method has been recognized as “DeepSea 4.1”. It can be read through: every
line of code in the original source file has been placed in its own method, with a for / switch
combo similar to the one seen before:

Figure 8 : Example of an obfuscated function

In the example before, only the line with the GetBytes is useful. There are useless parameters
added to the method, but they are always added at the end. So the way to read through this
code is to look for the single line that uses the first method parameter, and completely ignore
everything else.
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This DLL uses the 3 parameters given by the previous step to load the corresponding resource (the
second bitmap, as shown below), extract and decrypt its content (the second parameter is a XOR
key) as follow:

Figure 9 : AsyncCausalityStat.png, an image encoding a PE file

from PIL import Image
key = "ly2P"
img = Image.open('AsyncCausalityStat.png')
# extract data from the picture
width = img.size[0]
pix = img.load()
data = b''
for i in range(0, width):
for j in range(0, width):
for c in [2, 1, 0, 3]:
data += pix[i, j][c].to_bytes(1, byteorder='little')
size = int.from_bytes(data[:4], 'little')
fdata = data[4:4+size]
# decryption
xor_int = fdata[-1] ^ 112
xor_key = key.encode("utf-16-be")
xor_key_len = len(key) # "bug" here : len(xor_key) = 2*len(key) due to utf16
output = b''
for i in range(0, len(fdata)):
output += ((fdata[i] ^ xor_int ^ xor_key[i % xor_key_len]) &
0xFF).to_bytes(1, 'little')
output = output[:-1]
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There is a bug in the usage of the XOR key: it is converted in unicode bytes, meaning 2 bytes for
each char, but the malware uses the length of the original string as key length. And so, only the
first 2 char are used as XOR key (and 2 null bytes).
It is also worth noting that this time, all 4 color components are used (RGBA), and the decryption
key is in 2 parts: one static in the code, and the other is the last byte of the file (and can be easily
changed).
As before, the resulting DLL is loaded, and the method number 5 of the type number 20
(MwhGCyHsyU4EdD7igX.aduwIc3e2QqbWuB2x9.uo8Bo3rgZV()) is called without
parameters, ending the second unpacking step.

3.4 Third stage: UI.dll
This second DLL named UI.dll, is the most heavily obfuscated one:
•
•
•

methods are all renamed
strings are read from an AES encrypted resource (key is static, calculated in the code by
operations like array[0] = 127 – 32)
every line of code, constant, or operation is done in a for/switch obfuscated method, with
a lot more cases than before

The obfuscation method is recognized as “.NET Reactor” this time.
There is a configuration string, parsed in the main class constructor:
Figure 10 : View of the configuration string

Each field is used either as an integer or a string and changes the way the packer behaves, as
we’re going to see.
3.4.1

Optional protections and behavior

The execution starts by checking if some protections are enabled (they were not in this sample).
The packer can create an exception in the Defender Antivirus, has VM detection (checks the
registry for virtual hardware) and anti-sandbox capabilities (it mostly checks the executed file
name and location).
There is also an option to show a message box, with a message stored in the configuration,
maybe to help in phishing scenarios, and another option to download and execute a payload
from the internet.
3.4.2

Persistence

The first feature enabled in this sample was the persistence, done through a scheduled task. The
main binary is copied in %APPDATA%, then an XML configuration is read from the strings, 2
strings are replaced inside ([USERID] by the current user name, [LOCATION] by the
AppData file location), saved in AppData temp directory, and schtasks.exe is called to create
the scheduled task.
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Figure 11 :View of the created task in Windows Task Scheduler

An exclusion is also added in the Windows Defender Firewall, if the current user is administrator.
3.4.3

Extracting and running the final payload

The final payload is read from a base64 encoded resource, and decrypted using a xor key as
before (without the “bug” here):
import base64
key = "fSGCorS"
with open("payload3.b64", "r") as f:
input_b64 = f.read()
input_data = base64.b64decode(input_b64 + ("=" * (len(input_b64) % 4)))
key_data = key.encode("ASCII")
array = [input_data[i] for i in range(0, len(input_data))]
for i in range(0, len(array)+1):
i1 = array[i % len(array)] ^ key_data[i % len(key_data)]
i2 = array[(i+1) % len(array)]
array[i % len(array)] = (i1 - i2 + 256) % 256
output = b''.join([x.to_bytes(1, 'little') for x in array])[:-1]

Depending on an integer in the configuration, it can be loaded in invoked as before:
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Figure 12 : Function running the payload in memory

Or a process hollowing is done on either:
• GetRuntimeDirectory()\MSBuild.exe
•

GetRuntimeDirectory()\vbc.exe

•

GetRuntimeDirectory()\RegSvcs.exe

•

any specified binary

In our sample, MSBuild.exe is used. The process hollowing method is classic, and easy to spot
with the CreateProcess call having a flag value of CREATE_NO_WINDOW |
CREATE_SUSPENDED :

Figure 13 : CreateProcessA with CREATE_SUSPENDED flag, a clear indicator of process hollowing
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4 Payload analysis
4.1 Execution flow
Here is a schema showing the main steps taken during the malware execution (all of them will be
detailed below):

Figure 14 : Payload flow of execution
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4.2 Initialization
The execution starts by killing any other process with the same name as the current one. Then a
Sleep is taken, followed by the calculation on a hardware information hash, used when
communication through TOR.
A .Net Timer is started, and leverages user32.dll/GetLastInputInfo to check
regularly (every 30s) if the user is still active on its computer. It is only used when using the
“HTTP/TOR” transfer method.
4.2.1

Persistence

This is an optional step (configured by a static boolean variable). The persistence was already
installed by the packer, so it was disabled in this sample.
The malware simply copies itself in a configured directory:

Figure 15 : Creation of the installation folder

It uses an environment variable named %startupfolder% (which is not present by default on
the system), as well as a folder named %insfolder%. This %insfolder% variable is not
expanded (as are other variables like this in the malware), we suppose that the author replaces it
with a real value when the feature is activated. Another configuration lets the copied file be
hidden or not.
The persistence itself is configured using the classic registry keys:
• HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run
•

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Sta
rtupApproved\Run
The original file is deleted after being copied, along with its potential Zone Identifier
counterpart.
The malware can also be configured to move itself in %temp%, using the current millisecond time
in the name: %temp%\tmpG_<millisecond>.tmp.
4.2.2

TOR installation

In the main function, when the HTTP/TOR transfer method is configured, and empty request is sent
using it. Depending on the malware configuration, if TOR is to be used, it is downloaded and
installed in %AppData%/Tor. The TOR binary itself is downloaded from an URL parsed from
https://www.theonionrouter.com/, with a hardcoded fallback one in case of error
(dist.torproject.org/torbrowser/9.5.3/tor-win32-0.4.3.6.zip).
The TOR configuration file is the following one:
AvoidDiskWrites 1
Log notice stdout
DormantCanceledByStartup 1
ControlPort 9051
CookieAuthentication 1
runasdaemon 1
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ExtORPort auto
hashedcontrolpassword %hash%
DataDirectory %tordir%\\Data\\Tor
GeoIPFile %tordir%\\Data\\Tor\\geoip\r\nGeoIPv6File %tordir%\\Data\\Tor\\geoip6

In which %hash% is replaced by a string from the malware (%torpass%), and %tordir% is
replaced by the folder Tor was installed into.
4.2.3

Ipify call

This step is optional and is enabled on the sample. An HTTP request is supposed to be sent the
domain api.ipify.com, but the URL is invalid: (https://api.ipify.org%), and the
request is never sent. The answer is read, and added in computer information sent back to the
malware operator in and “IP Address” field: it is most probably used to obtain the public IP
address of the infected computer.

Figure 16 : Call to Ipify and usage of its response content

The user agent used for this request is: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64;
x64; rv:80.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/80.0.

4.3 Stealing capabilities
4.3.1

Credential stealing

A dedicated function is used to steal credentials from various software:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web Browsers (48 different): Opera, Firefox, Chrome, Yandex, Iridium, Chromium, torch
Browser, Chedot, Elements Browser, IceCat, waterfox, etc …
FTP clients: FTP navigator, Core FTP, WinSCP, IPswitch FTP, FileZilla, smartFTP, FTPGetter
VNC clients: RealVNC, TightVNC, cFTP
Mail clients: Opera mail, Thunderbirds, Claws mail, IncrediMail, Postbox, MailBird,
Outlook, Foxmail, Pocomail
Database Software: MySQLworkbench
VPN software: NordVPN, OpenVPN
Windows credential vaults

Those credentials are stored as objects with 4 fields:
•
•
•
•

Username
Password
URL
Application

Once the extraction is completed, the credentials are sent to the remote server, in a PW message
(network communication is detailed below).
This extraction is only done once per execution.
4.3.2

Cookie stealing

Executed in a new thread, this function copies files from most of the previous web browsers (40
browser). It copies their internal files (Firefox profile’s SQLite database in %AppData% for
example) in a randomly generated folder in %AppData%, and zips this folder in memory before
sending it using a CO message.
Like the credential extraction, this is done only once per execution.
4.3.3

Key and clipboard logger

This is an optional functionality, enabled on the studied sample.
The clipboard is captured using user32.dll/SetClipboardViewer, and the keyboard
keys are captured by leveraging user32.dll/SetWindowsHookEx. A Timer sends the
captured content every 20 minutes using a KL message.
If the transfer fails, the data are store in a temporary file (%temp%\log.tmp) and sent at the
next timer execution:
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Figure 17 : Path of the temporary keylogger file, written inside and exception catch block.

It is the only functionality that may try to send multiple time the same data.
4.3.4

Screen capture

This is another optional functionality, also enabled on the studied sample. A Screen capture is
done every 20 minutes and transmitted as a JPEG using a SC message.

4.4 Network protocol
4 transfer methods can be configured (using an integer) and each of them carries 4 types of
messages:
•

PW

•

CO / Cookie

•

KL / Log

•

SC / Screenshot

The following schema resumes all the possible network connections:
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Figure 18 : Agent Tesla possible network connections

4.4.1

SMTP (value = 1)

This transfer method is the one used in the analyzed sample. An email is sent by the address
zion@shshrek.tk to itself, using the smtp server smtp.yandex.com (port 587, with SSL)
and the password Marcellinus.
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Figure 19 : mail sending function

For each message type, the mail subject is the type (like PW), followed by an underscore, the
username, a slash and the computer name:
Subject: PW_User/DESKTOP-B6SQM4S

4.4.1.1 Computer information
Each mail message starts by some general computer information, ending with a <hr> tag:
Time: 02/08/2022 02:50:52<br>User Name: User<br>Computer Name: DESKTOPB6SQM4S<br>OSFullName: Microsoft Windows 10 Pro<br>CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10610U
CPU @ 1.80GHz<br>RAM: 4094.98 MB<br>IP Address: <br><hr>

The IP address is not read from the local computer: this is the result from the Ipify request, and
most probably is supposed to be the public IP address of the computer.
4.4.1.2 Passwords
Passwords are sent in the mail body (in HTML format, following the computer information),
separated with an <hr> tag :
URL:##########<br>
Username:####<br>
Password:########<br>
Application:FileZilla<br><hr>

4.4.1.3 Cookies
The cookies are sent as a Zip file, attached to an email whose body is the previous computer
information.
4.4.1.4 Key logging
The key and clipboard captured are sent in the mail body, after the computer information. For
every entry, the application where the key was entered is shown, as well as the time, and any
special key used:
<hr>Copied Text: <br>TOR<hr><font color="#00b1ba"><b>[ Microsoft® Windows® Operating
System: </b>Program Manager <b>]</b> <font color="#000000">(02/08/2022
02:51:01)</font></font><br><font color="#00ba66">{Win}</font>r<br><font
color="#00b1ba"><b>[ Microsoft® Windows® Operating System: </b>Run <b>]</b> <font
color="#000000">(02/08/2022 02:51:01)</font></font><br>notepad<font
color="#00ba66">{ENTER}</font><br><font color="#00b1ba"><b>[ Microsoft® Windows®
Operating System: </b>Untitled - Notepad <b>]</b> <font color="#000000">(02/08/2022
02:51:03)</font></font><br>p<br><font color="#00b1ba"><b>[ Microsoft® Windows®
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Operating System: </b>*Untitled - Notepad <b>]</b> <font color="#000000">(02/08/2022
02:51:04)</font></font><br>lop<font color="#00ba66">{ENTER}</font><br>

4.4.1.5 Screen capture
Like the cookies, the screen capture is sent as a JPEG file attached to an email with computer
information in the message content.
4.4.2

FTP (value = 2)

There are 2 implementations presents, doing essentially the same thing:

Figure 20 : 2 different functions sending files with FTP

The first function is used for cookies and screen capture (zip and jpeg files), the second is used for
keylogger and password (html files).
The FTP server address, user and password are all stored in variables (%ftphost%,
%ftpuser% and %ftppassword%). These are not environment variables (they are not
expanded), and are probably meant to be replaced when the FTP transfer method is activated.
The filenames follows this format: 2 letter message type, the username and computer name
separated with a “-“, and the date, everything separated with underscores :
PW_User-DESKTOP-B6SQM4S_2022_02_08_03_52_52.html

Passwords and keylogging information are sent as HTML files. They start with an html tag, and
their content is the same as the emails (computer information included).
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Cookies and screen captures are simply sent as zip or jpeg file, there is not computer information
added.
4.4.3

HTTP (value = 3)

There is no URL or variable for sending data to an HTTP server. The URL found in the sample is
simply /sendDocument:

Figure 21 : View of the HTTP request opening

As seen before, this is probably completed when this extraction method is used.
All requests send a document, the same one that would be sent by FTP, in a multipart POST
variable called document, with a name like:
User-DESKTOP-B6SQM4S 2022-02-07 05-05-17.jpeg

2 other parameters are sent:
• A first one named chat_id, without content
• A second one named caption, with a small message and computer information:
New PW Recovered!
User Name: User/DESKTOP-B6SQM4S
OSFullName: Microsoft Windows 10 Pro
CPU: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-10610U CPU @ 1.80GHz
RAM: 4094.98 MB

This message is separated with newline characters (and not <br> tags), and the first line
depends on the message type (PW, Cookie, Log or Screenshot). The server answer is never
used or even read. Those requests have no user-agent specified.
4.4.4

HTTP / TOR (value=0)

This method is the most complex one, and uses HTTP to send the data back to the malware
operator. It can use a local proxy (if has been TOR installed before) if configured to do so.
4.4.4.1 Hardware hash
The request through Tor involves a hash computed at the beginning of the malware execution as
follow:
MD5(Motherboard_serial + Processor ID + MAC_addr)

The MAC address is represented without the “:” chars, and the result is in hexadecimal, with a “-“
char every 4 characters, for example:
daf3-013a-86c7-bca7-a92b-8286-0a7c-8517
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4.4.4.2 Request format
The request is sent as POST, though a TOR proxy if configured to do so, using a single parameter
named “p”. The POST data is TripleDES encrypted (ECB mode, with PKCS7 padding), using a
variable %urlkey% (another one probably replaced when used).

Figure 22: Encryption of the payload, and HTTP request with an optional proxy

The request POST data is formatted as follow (separated by a copy the DES key, the variable
text in the capture above):
•
•
•
•
•

An integer converted as string, representing the type of the request (detailed bellow);
The hardware hash descripted above;
The date (formatted like in SQL);
The user and computer name;
The data to send;

The integer types are the following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

0: first empty request
1 : Keep alive
2: uninstall check
3 : Keylog
4 : Screen capture
5: Passwords
6 : Cookies

When sending the cookies (as a zip file, type 6) or a screen capture (JPEG file, type 4): the data
sent are the file base64 encoded.
The IDLE detection is only used with this transfer method, and only when sending the screen
capture (that isn’t sent when the user is IDLE). Other methods will send the screen capture
regardless of the user activity.
When sending passwords (type 5): the data is a JSON like string as follow:
[["FileZilla","######.lan:22","username","mypassword"],["FileZilla","#####.7:22","user
name","mypassword"]]

When sending the keylogging result, the result is an html URL encoded string (the same as the
other methods, detailed bellow):
Time%3A%2002/08/2022%2008%3A14%3A54%3Cbr%3EUser%20Name%3A%20User%3Cbr%3EComputer%20Nam
e%3A%20DESKTOPB6SQM4S%3Cbr%3EOSFullName%3A%20Microsoft%20Windows%2010%20Pro%3Cbr%3ECPU%3A%20Intel%28
R%29%20Core%28TM%29%20i710610U%20CPU%20%40%201.80GHz%3Cbr%3ERAM%3A%204094.98%20MB%3Cbr%3EIP%20Address%3A%20%3C
br%3E%3Chr%3E%3Cbr%3E%3Chr%3ECopied%20Text%3A%20%3Cbr%3Epassword%3Chr%3E

4.4.4.3 Command and control
When initializing the malware (and sending a first empty request), 2 timers are started:

Figure 23 : The 2 additional Timers used when using HTTP/TOR method

The first one will send an empty request every 2 minutes. The second one will send an empty
string every minute, and remove the persistence changed (file and registry keys) if the server
answer contains uninstall. It will also try to move itself in %temp% (like described for the
persistence).
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4.5 Remote code execution
The sample has a function capable of downloading a payload (saving it in %temp%) and
executing it:

Figure 24 : Trojan functionality, downloading and running a file

This function is never called, this seems to be a disabled functionality. The remote C2 domain is:
http://nQHwWb.com.

4.6 Obfuscation and protections
4.6.1

Protections

A sleep function is used, taking 2 integer parameters, running it through an obfuscated loop and
waiting 1 second by 1 second:

Figure 25 : Part of the Sleep function obfuscation

This small code chunk is not common for a simple call to Sleep, and was used for a Yara detection
rule.
4.6.2

General obfuscation

The obfuscation is light, compared to the one used by the packer:
• All classes an methods names have been either removed (either empty name, or with
single letter names like “a”, “A”, “b” etc … );
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•
•
•

All the code has been placed in a single class, which ends up having multiple internal
subclasses;
The main code has globally not been modified;
Some internal classes have been obfuscated with loops, and an integer to reorder the
instructions:

Figure 26 : View of a subclass obfuscated code

4.6.3

Strings

The strings have been placed in a dedicated class, and are read from a XOR encrypted array:

Figure 27 : Beginning of the encrypted string data array

Each character is xored with is position in the array, and 170:

Figure 28 : Simple for loop used to decrypt the data

The strings used in the malware are substring of the final array:
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Figure 29 : View of the function retrieving a string in the decrypted data

5 Detection
5.1 Packer detection
We propose the 2 following YARA rules, based on the files metadata to detect the main file, and
the third stage:
rule FitTonicPacker_stage1 {
strings:
$company = "Fit Tonic" nocase
$product = "ContinuationWrapper" nocase
$resourceName = "AsyncCausalityStat" nocase
$guid = "A9DC88BE-9B45-43FA-98C3-1EE86A4CB870" nocase
condition:
uint16(0) == 0x5A4D and (all of them)
}
rule FitTonicPacker_stage3 {
strings:
$name = "SafeHandleMinusOne" nocase
$resourceName = "orAdG" nocase
$copyright = "Loblaws 2021 RR" nocase
condition:
uint16(0) == 0x5A4D and (all of them)
}

5.2 Payload detection
5.2.1

YARA Rules

We propose the 2 following YARA rules to detection the Agent Tesla payload. The first one
targets the assembly of the Sleep function, an obfuscated for loop with a sleep call in the
middle. The second one targets the obfuscated string data: the order of strings in the array seems
constant (related strings are next to one another). The first 2 chars are ignored (it’s an integer for
the time to wait between C2 operations), the characters matched here are the date format string
and html tags <br> and <hr> :
rule AgentTesla_sleep_function {
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strings:
$sleepfunction = {16 0d 2b 4b (00 09| 09) ?? fe 01 2c [2-6] 0d (00 09| 09) ??
fe 01 2c [2-6] 0d (00 09| 09) ?? fe 01 2c [2-6] 0d (00 09| 09) ?? fe 01 2c [2-6] 0d
(00 09| 09) ?? fe 01 2c [2-6] 0d (00 09| 09) 16 fe 01 2c ?? 17 0d (00 09| 09) 1c fe 01
2c ?? 2b 02 2b b3 02 17 da fe 0b 00 00 20 ?? ?? ?? 00 28 ?? ?? ?? ?? 07 17 d6 0b 07 08
31 ?? 06 2a}
condition:
uint16(0) == 0x5A4D and (any of them)
}
rule AgentTesla_string_data {
strings:
// match string "yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ssyyyy_MM_dd_HH_mm_ss<br><hr>" at offset 2
of the string data array
$stringdata = { d1 d0 d7 d6 81 e0 ef 8e c4 c5 86 ef ec 9f d7 d6 82 ca cd c6 c5
c4 cb ec fd fc e9 d3 d0 ea c2 c3 d7 e4 e3 d0 ff fe be e1 f2 bf ba ef f6 bb }
condition:
uint16(0) == 0x5A4D and (any of them)
}

5.2.2

Suricata rules

5.2.2.1 SMTP
3 Emerging Threats Pro rules match the traffic: 2030171, 2840032 and 2850920. Both matches
the content of the mail message with the machine information (username, computer name etc …).
The third one also searches for passwords in the mail content.
On some occasion, the Windows .NET SMTP library will transfer the message encoded in base64.
None of the above rules will detect the payload under this condition.
We propose the following rule matching that special case (using base64 encoding properties):
alert smtp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET any (msg:"Gatewatcher TROJAN AgentTesla SMTP
exfiltration base64 encoded"; flow:established,to_server; content:"Content-TransferEncoding: base64|0d 0a|"; content: "|0d 0a 0d 0a|VGltZTog";
content:"xicj5Vc2VyIE5hbWU6"; distance:26; within:26; fast_pattern; classtype:trojanactivity; sid:1000000; rev:1;)

5.2.2.2 FTP
3 ET Pro rules match: 2029928, 2839852 and 2029927. The first one is a generic one (system
info in HTML content), the second is roughly the same (matches the HTML content), and the last one
matches the file name starting with PW_.
As we saw, there are 4 types of messages, and some of them do not contain HTML of start with
PW_. For example, if no passwords are found but the keylogger is activated, none of the above
rule with detect the payload traffic and it will stay undetected.
We propose the following rule to match all message types:
alert ftp $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET any (msg:"Gatewatcher TROJAN AgentTesla
exfiltration with FTP"; flow:established,to_server; pcre:"/STOR (PW|CO|KL|SC)_/i";
content:"_20"; distance:0; content:"_"; distance:0; content:"_"; distance:0;
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content:"_"; distance:0; content:"_"; distance:0; content:"."; distance:0;
content:"|0d 0a|"; distance:0; isdataat:!1,relative; classtype:trojan-activity;
sid:1000001; rev:1;)

5.2.2.3 HTTP
2 ET Pro rules match: 2849619 and 2849621, and they are not specific to Agent Tesla (“Possible
System Info String in POST Body”).
We propose the following rule to match AgentTesla HTTP traffic:
alert http $HOME_NET any -> $EXTERNAL_NET any (msg:"Gatewatcher TROJAN AgentTesla
exfiltration with HTTP"; flow:established,to_server; content:"Content-Disposition:
form-data|3b| name=|22|caption|22 0d 0a 0d 0a|"; pcre:"/New
(Screenshot|Cookie|PW|Log)/"; content:"Recovered!|0a 0a|User Name|3a|"; distance:0;
classtype:trojan-activity; sid:1000002; rev:1;)

HTTP/TOR:
Whether or not TOR is used to encrypt the data, the content of the HTTP query leaves no room for
a signature: a single POST parameter is used, named “p”, and its content is encrypted (TripleDES).
No ET Pro rule matches this traffic, and we have no proposition to do so.

5.3 Detection by Gatewatcher products
We modified the packer configuration to activate all its defenses (Anti sandbox and VM
detection). Even with this maximum level of protection, the Gatewatcher sandbox GBOX still
detects the final payload as malicious:

Figure 30 : The file is detected as malicious by the GBOX, the day of it release

It also warns against the sandbox and VM detection techniques:
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Figure 31 : Some packer protections are bypassed and detected by the sandbox

6 Other samples
Using the Yara rules mentioned before, we were able to identify several other Agent Tesla
samples, this paragraph details the configuration of some of them.
The most common extraction method is SMTP, but we found samples using each 4 of them. It
appears the keylogging and screen capture capabilities are disabled most of the time. We found
only a single sample using the persistence feature included with Agent Tesla, suggesting it mostly
relies on a packer for this feature.
In all those samples, the Cookies extraction feature is preset in the code, but the thread is not
created after the credential stealing (there is an empty if block), which means this feature is not
enabled. There is also no sample with a valid URL for ipify, or with the remote code execution
functionality used.
You’ll find here those sample information, as well as their configuration and enabled capabilities
(ordered from the oldest sample to the most recent one):
SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Persistance enabled
Keylloger enabled
Screen capture enabled

d696d93b0b75d1fcd1c14fddc65cbbd7fb96bf706a04a608174d9828b1e344da

be521f536e9766c6faf840315c9bedab8501b023
3072193fbb271c8400b427bfd22ac936
06/11/2021 00:01:55
True
False
True
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Cookie stealing
Extraction method used

Remote Code Execution

False
3 (HTTP) :
https://api.telegram.org/bot1698102386:AAHWYbufrLmgfOsAgCnA_t8ncjPXSF5S8c/sendDocument
Disabled (URL: http://ImqOyf.com)

SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Persistance enabled
Keylloger enabled
Screen capture enabled
Cookie stealing
Extraction method used
Remote Code Execution

dd9396aff0f2c82c526a08ae0e69345b1662cf6727f0943e4a6f3ca636055231

SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Persistance enabled
Keylloger enabled
Screen capture enabled
Cookie stealing
Extraction method used

c3bed1165eef82f0475de6daed8f4fc62d3a5e642487903f4ff4bbda909031eb

Remote Code Execution
SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Persistance enabled
Keylloger enabled
Screen capture enabled
Cookie stealing
Extraction method used
Remote Code Execution

af16c98f3cd05903ab20e2e2ceaa747c740c2797
97cdaebd008fd9baf3ee40ea65740643
08/05/2021 17:24:28
False
False
False
False
1 (SMTP) : mail.costa.com.pk (isb@costa.com.pk / isb123)
Disabled (URL: http://KHczey.com)

2550df40d413e7e54d14983785b77684b4b35100
21b400a05f1966ea8179ee0143401f3d
09/12/2020 04:32:01
False
True
True
False
0 (HTTP/TOR) : TOR is not installed
TripleDES key (string) :
3f06b232081eb0e7eb4d9af4c350ea881980b5aefa0e774e
URL : https://amidas-sec.com/newmoney/inc/c36cc031e17b82.php
Disabled (URL: http://zvSGQo.com)
e4c13b3365c0cf8e7cab839c1e1ab2a0fa9d2d4b097e70878778d62da8b5ec35

0a2d1880fa0a4a77c926b350b958741640bd68c7
2b4c42f10211cf41df8d9c812ec7f18a
11/01/2020 15:23:35
False
False
False
False
1 (SMTP) : terminal6.veeblehosting.com
(whesilo@a-t-mould.com / MY+#6v1KCpLX)
Disabled (URL: http://xBAWbR.com)
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SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Persistance enabled
Keylloger enabled
Screen capture enabled
Cookie stealing
Extraction method used
Remote Code Execution

f550b174528b14a38ed8725fc03cf092de3e976a4287874c4fd5eb7fad33312f

144a035253e8a371757d68c126157f1d9454bf30
689e45a414b204c1dc58a64b32765edd
11/22/2020 15:06:02
False
False
False
False
1 (SMTP) : terminal6.veeblehosting.com
(dede_onyem@a-t-mould.com / AzUXTO6?)r[M)
Disabled (URL: http://mZwazT.com)

SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Persistance enabled
Keylloger enabled
Screen capture enabled
Cookie stealing
Extraction method used

170795ec686868d73079d1bf31efc776c8bedcb5407ad16b930a42372a2ab7c6

Remote Code Execution

Disabled (URL: http://sppgJb.com)

SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Persistance enabled
Keylloger enabled
Screen capture enabled
Cookie stealing
Extraction method used

716ec9b603da448df1f821977288632e727f62f0c6266d63e95318f8193fc78b

Remote Code Execution

b2f6cea618b7e3e0d77322b705901b5ef096e89f
f520f9b41ce441b88c169bdbeefee583
11/17/2020 14:56:55
False
False
False
False
1 (SMTP) : terminal6.veeblehosting.com
(obi@a-t-mould.com / xbNoSad?0Xlc)

58e340f694c9124ad83bf8bca35b5e73c581f3ba
c0561c2a52897a49736403ac398b61dc
12/08/2021 01:01:16
False
False
False
False
2 (FTP) : ftp://files.000webhost.com/
(zincox / computer@1010)
Disabled (URL: http://IWuVrs.com)
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7 ANNEX
7.1 Analysed files metadata
Filename
SHA256
Source

AWD_Notification_of_shipment_983567419.pdf.7z

Filename
SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
InternalName
ProductName
Title
Copyright
Company
Version
GUID

AWD_Notification_of_shipment_983567419.pdf.exe

Filename
SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
Version
Internals
Visible To

PrivateBinPath.dll

Filename
SHA25
SHA
MD
Timestamp
ProductName
Copyright
Company
Version
File Version
Guid

UI.dll

ecbf268cb1b879ce106f58ffa95b80f4dd447f4f13a0beb6c0d08ea370976acb

https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/912530426499825698/
930269593509974076/AWD_Notification_of_shipment_983567419.pdf.7z

A96F4052EFB38918F3158134F73A438B8064C4F5BABB6187C2358DD7ED90B535

2C5CD316B7D5FEA8151BB1CB78C3E83312AA3531
567BA2C1A7D2987E4FC2E6E9046B8905
01/11/2022 1:16:08 AM
CompleteOnInvokePromi.exe
ContinuationWrapper
ContinuationWrapper
Fit Tonic 2022
Fit Tonic
0.7.6.0
A9DC88BE-9B45-43FA-98C3-1EE86A4CB870

6D6255E43F8C15AC35D75832B1B8AC911010720326488CA424EEE3E0566817C6

DC99780C9888BD4855C7FB8C75E95921ECD6A96A
6FBEFFEFB041CA0248C2873F8F170127
01/11/2022 12:38:57 AM
1.0.0.0
TransactionalFilesystemBehaviours
ChinhDo.Transactions.FileManagerTest

4722C3E16B2E1C8080E73B93206469A146B7D4BDD2BE1B902E98B0D46A447F34

1BD380CDC998D9F9DA8E4EEFBA93009C14704670
250672057DA6DA20B83A299227FD809B
01/11/2022 1:16:01 AM
SafeHandleMinusOne
Loblaws 2021 RR
Loblaws
6.11.0.9
6.11.0.7
F39C47EA-401B-4078-A1D3-C09C82324E77
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Filename
SHA256
SHA1
MD5
Timestamp
version
Guid

Payload (obfuscated name)
0F7C237D5AF248943EE1AB50E5794644B12B95CF68AF204A035B45ABBF0AEF68
9EA53F83256EC3A58A530E2C4CD6393CD5123D3F
B81D7326FA2DBC7B15BA455345405463
11/27/2021 2:26:29 AM
0.0.0.0
2a5823fa-fa6b-4e36-8cf4-a5b549d7c82a
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